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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In a previous study for Schwinn, Calspan investigated bicycling 

energy requirements as a function of velocity, road grade, tire properties, 

and other factors, including rider /bicycle weight. Tire construction and 

stiffness were shown to have significant effects on level road energy 

requirements over a wide range of speeds. Except for the inclusion of 

certain tire properties, however, the bicycle model used in this study was 

assumed to be a perfectly rigid body. 

The objective of the study discussed herein was to begin to define and 

explore the effect of frame properties on the energy requirements of 

bicycling. A thorough study of this subject would require the investigation 

of frame cons truction and materials, frame reac tion to static and dynamic 

loading and the many physiological factors which define the rider's applica

tion of forces to the bicycle. 

In this initial treatment of the subject, we first describe the various 

modes of energy use in bicycling and show which of these may be affected by 

frame properties. Of particular interes t is the extent to which frame 

flexure under pedalling loads is res ponsible for non- propulsi ve energy 

consumption. This point is of considerable significance since it directly 

relates to the task of designing frames for maximum energy utilization. 

Under a set of as sumed conditions, we have begun to analyze the rYlechanism 

of energy consumption through frame flexure. 

An experimental phase of this effort was devoted to obtaining data on 

the relative stiffness of three frames of different construction and material 

which were provided by Schwinn. Hysteresis curves were obtained for each 

frame under typical loading conditions which relate applied forces to the 

resultant deflections, and provide both stiffness information and also an 

insight into energy absorption due to frame flexibility. The cor res ponding 

front forks were tested separateLy to provide data which may later be used 

to relate fork flexibility to high speed weave oscillations. 
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2.0 ENERGY USE IN BICYCLING 

Our chief objective in this study was to relate the physical properties 

of bicycle frames to their efficiency in transferring input energy at the pedal 

to tractive energy at the rear wheel. Naturally, other components of the 

bicycle will also participate in and affect this energy transfer, but the present 

effort is limited to study of the frame alone. In fact, conclusions can be 

drawn about the effect of some of these other components by analogy with 

fralne properties. 

The first step in the analysis of frame effects on energy consumption 

was to define the areas of energy use in bicyc ling and decide whe re in this 

clas sification could be placed the energy that went into flexing the frame during 

pedalling. More important, however, was determining how this energy was 

dissipated. If, in fact, the energy required to deform the frame was event-

ually transferred into tractive energy when the frame was unloaded, then no 

loss of pedal input energy had occurred due to frame deflection. This theory, 

though, does not agree with the widely held beli.ef that stiff bicycles are more 

efficient than flexible ones. It also assumes the fact that the frame is completely 

elas tic. 

Figure 1 presents a simple classification of ways in which energy is 

consumed during bicycling along a straight, level path. First of all, energy 

will be lost through friction in the drive system and bearings as well as 

through tire flexing. Also, any roll accelerations of the bicycle and rider 

caused by off-center pedal forces will consume energy. "Propulsion" includes 

all the input energy required to accelerate the bicycle/rider system and 

overcome rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag. 
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Of rrlOst concern to us here is the energy which goes into flexure, 

and the ultimate result of that energy. This energy falls into two categories, 

conservative and non-conservative. In this case, the non-conservative 

energy is taken to mean that which results in the generation of heat in the 

frame due to bending. As we will show later, this constitutes a negligible 

portion of the total flexure energy. 

"Conservative" energy is defined as conservative with respect to the 

bicycle itself and is not reflected as heat generated in the frame. This 

energy can be compared to that arising when a rnan pushes back and forth 

on a perfectly elastic spring having no damping (a conservative spring) at a 

very slow rate so that inertia forces (and consequently resonance) are not 

involved. In this case, no energy is lost in the spring. Zero total work is 

done on the spring, and zero total work is done by (and on) the man. That 

is, positive work is done on the spring in the forward push, and equal and 

opposite work is done by the spring in the extens ion portion of the stroke. 

Though the energy applied from spring to man is zero, the man obviously 

expends a net amount of energy; in fact, he may expend about as much energy 

in the extension portion of the stroke as in the compres sion portion. Thus, 

we are dealing with energy losses associated with the fact that the man is 

not a conservative system; the rnan is not able to convert any of the work 

applied to him in the extension stroke to work applied back to the spring in 

the compres sion stroke. 

This analogy falls short of describing the man/bicycle system, since 

some of the conservative flexure energy associated with the deflection of the 

bicycle fran1.e under pedalling load is returned as useful tractive energy, 

while the remainder is an actual energy loss due to the non-conservative 

nature of the man, as in the man/ spring sys ten1.. We will describe these two 

types of conservative flexure energy as that which ultimately results in 

propulsion and that which is non-propulsive. How much of each type occurs 

depends on how the rider applies energy to the bicycle and the reaction of 

the frame to the applied force. These topics will be discussed further in 

the following section. 
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3.0 THE ROLE OF THE FRAME IN ENERGY USE 

Before analyzing the effects of frame deflection on energy expendi

ture, it is necessary to describe the static force balance of the rider/bicycle 

system. Three possible static balances of the bike under forces applied from 

the rider are shown below. The static weight of the rider is neglected in all 

cases, because our concern here is the reaction of the frame in pedalling. 

The conclusions reached in this a.nalysis will not be compromis ed by this 

simplifying a.s sumption. 

p p p 
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FIGURE 2a FIGURE 2 b FIGURE 2c 
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In case (a) the rider applies a pedal force P which is reacted by an equal and 

opposite reduction in vertical force between the rider and the bike seat. The 

couple produced by the P forces is reacted by a horizontal force couple at 

the handlebar and seat. The lateral force (F) will reverse in direction as 

dominant pedal force changes froln side to side, causing oscillating lateral 

motions for bike and rider. These motions would not occur in case (b) where 

the lower rea.cting couple force acts at the pedals (a lateral force between the 

rider's foot and the pedals) instead of at the ground. In case (c), the moment 

reacting forces are at the handlebar. Case (c) evidently represents the most 

severe case, because the full mOlnent resulting from off center pedal force 

acts through the entire frame; in cases (a) and (b) this moment reduces from 

a m.aximum value at the level of the pedals to zero at the handlebar. In the 

discussion and analysis to follow we consider the most severe case (c). More

over, case (c)most accurately represents the true force balance, particularly 

in cases of high pedal force such as in hill climbing. This is es pecially true 

when the high pedal force is applied at low speeds, for the roll moment due to 

the pedal force ~s reacted by the rider most naturally by an upward force on the 

handlebar on the same side as the pedal force. 

Representation of Frame Flexibility 

All of the frame elements connecting the crank shaft to the seat, 

handlebar and wheel bearings have continuous flexibility along their lengths. 

However for purposes of investigating the effect of frame flexibility on energy 

losses and tractive energy, it is convenient to represent frame flexibility by 

lumped springs as shown below. 

r' 
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Representation of 
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FIGURE 3 
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For the loads applied in Figure lc, the two effective springs shown 

in Figure 3 can be used to represent vertical and moment frame flexibility. 

Load P applied to the pedals causes vertical and rotational motions of the 

crankshaft assembly in the roll plane, which is the plane of Figure 3. These 

motions, in turn, cause rotation of the sprocket and ultimately tractive force 

at the rear wheel. The relationship between frame flexibility, crankshaft 

motions, sprocket driving motions, and corres ponding spring energy and 

traction energy is investigated below. 

Relationship Between Pedal Forces, Frame Deflections, 
Tractive Energy and Spring Energy 

Figure 4a shows the vertical deflection and rotation of the crankshaft 

in the roll plane caused by the application of the pedal force. 

Crank Hub,;; 
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Undeflected 
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Deflected 
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FIGURE 4a FRONT VIEW 
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It is as sUITled that the rider ITlaintains the handlebar in a level 

position. Thus, the rotation of the crankshaft in the roll plane occurs with 

respect to fixed handlebar position and fixed ground position. FroITl Figure 

2, the vertical reaction to the pedal force occurs as an upward load at the 

seat, causing the effective spring extension of the bike fraITle to occur 

between the crankshaft and the plane defined by the seat and hand grips. In 

calculating crankshaft ITlotions in Figures 4a and 4b, we consider this plane 

to be the fixed fraITle of reference, though it actually undergoes vertical 

and pitch ITlotions with respect to the ground. Since the rider ITloves with 

this plane, selection of this plane as the reference perITlits the neces sary 

analysis of crank ITlotions and crankshaft ITlotions with respect to the 

rider's foot. 

FroITl inspection of Figure 4b, the deflection (z) of the pedal with 

respect to a plane parallel to the plane of reference (and passing through 

the apex of the arc forITled by the peda I rotating about an undeflected crank

shaft) is given by 

z = 8 + R - R cos e ( I) 

where 8 is the deflection at the crank point of rotation due to fraITle 

flexibility, and () is the crank rotation angle. Since the stresses in the 

bike fraITle are assuITled to be in the elastic (linear) range, the deflection 

8 can be expressed as follows 

8 = P 

k 
(2) 

where P is the vertical load applied at the pedal, and reacted by the 

fraITle, and k is a constant deterITlined by fraITle stiffness. Substituting 

(2) i nt 0 (1), 

z = P 
k 

+R-RcosfJ (3) 
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Weare interested in analyzing a situation where the pedal load P 

is defined with respect to pedal vertical position. A typical force-deflection 

curve is shown below. 

p=p _____ ..M. __ 

I 

t 
P ~_-----I-I =-------'l--_. __ 

z = R z = 2R 

"TI z P = P sin" 
M 2R 

z -

FIGURE 5 

For the sine curve, P is given by 

P = PM sin 
7r Z 

(4) 
2 R 

The peak of the sine curve occurs at 

7r Z 

2 
(5 ) 

2R 

from which z corresponding to maximum pedal force is equal to crank 

radius R • Enforcing this condition (P = PM at z = R) in 

equation 3, we obtain 

= cos 
-1 

(6) 

where () 
PM 

is the crank angle at the instant when the pedal force is 

maximum. For the case of an infinitely rigid frame (k = c-". ) 

equation (6) shows that the force -deflection curve of Figure 5 results in 

a crank angle of 90° at maximum pedal force PM However, for finite 

amounts of frame stiffness, the crank angle is less than 90° by an amount 

depending on frame stiffnes s k This lag in crank angle is equal to 
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the lag in sprocket angle (assuming the crankshaft and sprocket are rigid) 

and is evidel~ as sociated with a reduction in propulsi ve en~r gy (from the 

perfectly rigid frame case) equaL to the amount of ene rgy stored in the 

spring. The spring energy at ma.ximum peda.l force where P= PM is given 

by 

E = (7) 

That the cumulative energy lost in propulsion at any given time is, in 

fact, equal to the energy stored in the spring can be verified by integrat

ing the force/deflection curve produced by the rider, and subtracting from. 

this the inte grated torque versus 8 curve produced at the sprocket. The' 

ener gy which has been delivered from the rider to the bike at the instant of 

maximum pedal force in Figure 5 is given by 

ER 
J Z =R 

PM sin 
1r'Z = 2R 

z = 0 

This is equal to 

-PM [2 ,RJ cos ER 
7rZ = 2R 

from which 

E = 2 
R 

dz (8) 

z = R 

(9) 

Z = 0 

(10) 

The ener gy which has been directly converted to propulsion in this 

same time period is given by 

(11) 
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where T is the torque delivered by the crank to the sprocket. From 

Figure 4b, this torque can be expressed as 

T = PR sin 0 (12) 

Substituting expression (12) for T and expression (4) for Pinto 

equation (11), we obtain -1 
0= cos 

PM sin ;Rz 
R sin 0 dO 

o = 0 

(13) 

The integration in equation 13 m.ust be performed in a single variable. By 

substituting expression (4) for P into equation 3, we obtain the following 

relationship between z and tl 0 

z = sin 7T Z ---- + R -R cos 0 2R 
(14) 

Differentiating equation (14) and transposing terms, we obtain 

R sin 0 dO = dz {l- [-PMJ_7T cos ~"Y 
k 2R z R J (15) 

Inserting this expres sion for R sin 0 dO into equation (13), 

obtain 
z = R 

[ PM 

P 2 
;~ ] dz (16) ET sin 

7TZ M 7T 
sin 

7T Z 
2R - k 2 R 2R cos 

11 
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The second term in (16) is simplified by noting that 

2R cos 
7TZ 

2R sin 
7TZ = 1 

sin 
2 

7TZ 

R 
(17) 

Inserting (17) into (16) and performing the integration, we obtain 

E = - P 
T M 

2R 7T Z 
cos 2R 

from which 

2R 

z=R 
P

M
2

1 + -- -- cos 
k 4 

Z = 0 

P 2 
M 

2 k 

z = R 

7T Z 

R 
(18) 

Z = 0 

(19) 

If this expression for propulsive energy is subtracted from expression (10) 

for total energy delivered to the bike by the rider, the remainder is simply 

Energy not directly P 2 
M 

EN = delivered to propulsio~ 2k (20) 

Comparison with expression (7) for frame spring energy verifies 

that the portion of total energy not delivered to propulsion is exactly equal to 

frame spring energy. Though this calculation was made for a particular 

level of pedal force (P M) on a particular pedal force versus deflection 

curve (given by Figure 5), investigation of other pedal force versus deflect

ion curves and other force levels will verify that the cumulative energy 

lost to propulsion is equal at any instant to the energy stored in the spring, 

provided that the force jdeflection curve applied by the rider to the bike 

goes through zero at the minirnum and maximum deflection points, as is 

the case in Figure 5. 
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Before investigating the situation for force/ deflection curves which 

do not ITleet this condition, it is well to surrnnarize the ITleaning of the 

results obtained so far. For all pedal force deflection curves which go 

through zero at the deflection ext reITlitie s , any ener gy which is lost In 

fraITle deforlmation at a particular instant is subsequently recovered fully 

in the forITl of propulsive energy, since the instantaneous spring energy, and 

therefore the cUITlulative ener gy lost in propulsion, returns to ze ro at every 

half cycle of the rider1s force deflection curve. The only qualifications to 

this conclusion arise froITl conditions previously stated, specifically: 

• that the forces between rider and bike are as shown in 

Figure 2c 

• that energy lost in the form of heat in the frame ITlaterial 

is neglected. 

The amount of propulsive energy losses occurring when these restrictions 

are not applied will be investigated separately. 

A significant characteristic of the flexible bike is that unloading of 

the effective fraITle spring causes propulsive forces. An explanation of the 

physical ITl€chanisITl is as follows. Consider a rider starting at the origin 

of the force/deflection curve in Figure 5. He applies force to the pedal, 

developing tractive forces at the rear wheel. This is done very s lowly so 

that inertia forces are not involved. At SOITle point on the force/deflection 

curve, (say the peak of the curve) both rider and driving wheel are 

siITlultaneollsly locked in position. The wheel is prevented £rOITl rotating 

in its plane, and the driver is fixed with respect to the reference plane 

deterITlined by the seat and hand grips. In this locked position of rider 

and bike, the fraITle is deforITled so that the crankshaft is deflected with 

respect to the reference plane, as shown in Figure 4a. We now release 

the constraint on the driving whee 1, but do not releas e the cons traint on 

the rider. At this tiITle, the effective springs act to restore the crankshaft 

froITl its deflected position shown in Figure 4a to its original 
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undeflected position. Thus, in Figure 4b, the center of rotation of the 

pedal crank ITloves upward by an aITlount 8 to its initial undeflected 

position. However, since the rider is held fixed with respect to the 

reference plane (which is free to ITlove with the bike) the vertical location 

of the pedal reITlains in the position shown in 4b. It can be seen froITl the 

figure that this constraint, in cOITlbination with the vertical ITlotion 8 at 

the crank center, produces a rotation of the crank and sprocket. This will 

cause rotation of the driving wheel and developITlent of a tractive force 

which propels rider and bike forward. Thus, given that the position of 

the rider's foot is defined, unloading of the spring causes rotation at the 

sprocket and developITlent of traction at the driving wheel. 

The luechanisITl described above does not apply when the crank is in 

the vertical position, whether full upward or full downward. If the rider 

initially applies pressure to the pedal in the full downward position, for 

exaITlple, the only result will be a deflection 8 at the pedal. Releasing 

of the force will perITlit the fraITle to return to its undeflected position with 

no driving ITlotion iITlparted to the crankshaft. This is exactly the saITle as 

the cas e of the ITlan pushing against a spring. Zero net work is done on 

the spring (fraITle), but the rider has expended energy because he does not 

represent a conservative systelu. Further, for the faITlily of hypothetical 

force deflection curves shown in Figure 6a, the saITle ITlechanisITl applies. 

For these curves, a portion of the load is applied in the full upward position 

of the pedal, and reITlains on the pedal to the full downward position, where 

it is released. The loading and unloading of the spring which occurs In 

the full up and full down positions does not influence propulsion, and con

stitutes wa.sted energy for the rider, up to a ITlaxiITluITl possible level of 

twice the energy stored in the spring when the pedal reaches the full down 

position. 

The force deflection curves in Figure 6a would not occur in practice, 

since they require a ste p change in pedal load in the full down position. 

14 
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However, it is apparently pos sible for a force-deflection characteristic 

such as that shown in Figures 6b and 6c to occur in practice. These two 

figures reflect the sa:me rider force input, Figure 6b showing force versus 

deflection and Figure 6c showing force versus crank angle. In this case, 

wasted rider energy could also approach a :maxi:mu:m of twice the energy 

stored in the spring when the full down position is reached. This factor 

of two arises fro:m (1) the energy stored in the spring when the pedal reaches 

the full down position plus (2) the fact that spring unloading in crank 

positions .E.!3.st 180 0 provides negative driving energy because it acts to 

reduce crank angle. Furthermore, a :more flexible fra:me will undergo a 

greater deHection under a given force and return its spring energy over a 

longer pe riod of time after the force is removed. The further this occurs 

aHe r 180 0
, the greater will be the effective crank ar:m length and the 

greater will be the retarding torque that is applied. 

In this analysis we have considered how pedal force energy stored 

in the fra:me through flexure can be returned as useful tractive energy. 

However, there is a further :means other than those discussed by which 

significant a:mounts of stored fra:me energy :might be los t. If the rider 

inputs a force which is nor:mal to the plane of the front sprocket, then the 

energy stored due to resultant deflection of the fra:me will be returned with 

no force co:mponent to cause sprocket rotation, and thus will provide no 

useful tractive energy. This is closely analogous to the :man/spring syste:m 

discussed previously. The i:mposition of a lateral force by a rider :might 

be caused by a severe defor:mation of the fra:me under load and in this way 

could be related to fra:me flexibility. 
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4.0 COMPARATIVE FRAME TESTS 

A ITlajor objective of this work was the investigation of the physical 

properties of fraITles which could be correlated to their energy efficiency 

under load. For this effort, Schwinn provided the following three fraITles, 

whic h repres ent different ITlaterials and construc tion ITlethods: 

• Continental (welded low carbon steel) 

• Super Sports (welded chroITle ITlolybdenuITl steel) 

• ParaITlount (lug joined Reynolds 531 double butted tubing) 

The saITle tests were run on each fraITle and were designed to provide 

inforITlation cOITlparing the relative stiffness of each fraITle and the degree to 

which each would dissipate energy as heat generated due to flexure. Typical 

loads were applied to the fraITle and both applied force (F) and deflection ( 6 

were ITleasured during the application and release of the load. A BLH Model 

No. (03G 1) load cell was used to ITleasure force and two different types of dis place

ITlent transducers were used to measure deflection. The signals were 

aITlplified and displayed on a Tectl'onix type 564, storage oscilloscope with force 

on the "y" axis and deflection on the "x" axis. The resultant force/deflection 

curves were used to deterITline fraITle stiffness and hysteresis energy losses. 

In each cas e, the force was applied s lowly (over a period of 3 -lOs econds) 

so that it could be considered as a static load. 

As ITlentioned before, we chose to test the forks and franl.es separately 

to siITlplify the analysis of their properties. In an initial study such as this 

one, it was thought that testing the fork and fraITle separately would yield 

ITlore us eful inforITlation. 

Figures 7a and 7b show the test setup for the nl.easureITlent of fork 

properties. Force was applied laterally along the front hub axis up to a 

ITlaxiITluITl load of 50 pounds, which was considered to be the ITlaxiITluITl lateral 

load iITlposed on the fork during norITlal bicycHng ITlaneuvers. The lateral load 

condition was selected for investigation because of its iITlplications in handling 

phenoITlena, such as the high speed weave oscillation. Deflection was ITleasured 

17 
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by a thin steel flexure to which a set of strain gages was bonded. This 

appears at the right of the hub in Figure 7a. 

The force I deflection curves for the Super Sports fork and the Para

mount fork are shown in Figures :3 and 9, respectively. (The data for the 

Continental fork was not taken; it was at first assumed that the Continental 

and Super Sports forks were identical, since they were not described 

separately on the shipping invoice. After the fork tests the dimensions of 

the two forks were discovered to be different.) The lateral stiffness of the 

Super Sports fork (294 Ibs lin) is only slightly less than that of the Paramount 

(318 Ibs /in). 

Earlier in our discussion we drew certain conclusions regarding 

spring energy of the frame and qualified them by stating that they neglected 

heat energy losses incurred in flexure. In both these cases, this seems to 

be a valid assumption, since the F I S traces for the application and release 

of the applied force are coincident, indicating little or no ene rgy los s in 

flexure. The energy input for maximum deflection ( S = S ) is given by 
m 

E --fSm F (s) d S 

° 
(21) 

which in this cas e, where F( S) = k S , reduces to 

(22 ) 

m 

which is the same expression as equation (7) for the frame spring energy at 

maximum pedal force. If, as in the cas e of thes e two forks, the F I [, curve 

representing the release of the force follows the application curve, then the 

heat energy loss (E
H

) is given by 

kod 
(23) 

If the F I [, curve upon releas e fell below the application curve, then F( S) f k S 

and the energy returned by the fork after release, 

E -- fO 
released -- S F(S)dS 

m 
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would be less the input energy of equation (22) and net energy loss to heat 

would be indica.ted. 

At the ma.ximum deflection point of Figures 8 and 9, the application 

and release curves separate slightly and are joined by a short vertical line. 

This does not represent energy lLoss in the fork, but rather friction in the 

fixtures used to mount the load cell and apply the force. This problem is 

more apparent in the frame test data which follow. 

Two different tests were performed on each of the three frames to 

characterize their reactions to loading. The first was a lateral load test 

in which the force was applied by an hydraulic cylinder at the crank hub in 

the direction of the crank axis. This test setup is shown in Figures 10a-d. 

To eliminate the effect of the fork, the frame was connected at the headtube 

to a 4" x 4" steel tube which acted as a relatively inflexible "virtual" fork 

which pivoted about an axis coincident with the front hub axis. The frame 

was free to rotate about the steer axis under load. To simulate the effects 

of a rear wheel and tire, the rea.r dropouts were mCDunted on a shaft which 

was supported by a spherical bearing as shown in Figure lOd. For each of 

the frame tests, deflection was rneasured with the linear potentiometer shown 

in Figure 1 Dc. 

The results of this test using the three frames are shown in Figures 

11, 12 and 13. Here again, the vertical line at maximum deflection represents 

the force required to overcome the various sources of friction in the loading 

fixture. Since this frictional force occurs in both loading and unloading, the 

vertical line represents twice the force and thus the frictionless force/deflection 

curve would pass through its midpoint. That point is used to calculate the 

following s tiffnes s values: 

Continental 

Super Sports 

Paramount 

252 lbs lin 

237 lbs lin 

171 Ibs / in 
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FIGURE lOc 

FIGURE lOd 
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The Continental and Super Sports frames are not greatly different, 

but the Parannount is a good deal :more flexible than expected. The Paramount 

frame also exhibits a slightly non-linear force/deflection curve for which 

we have no adequate explanation at this time. The large amount of friction 

in the fixtures used for this test unfortunately cloud the analysis of frame 

energy losses due to heat. It does seem, however, that the areas between 

the application and release curves show little or no difference among the three 

cases, implying that the energy utilization of each frame is about equal. 

The remaining frame test was done under conditions more closely 

sin~ulating the loads the frame will encounter during bicycling. As shown 

in Figures 14a and b, a thick-walled tube was inserted into the crank hub 

and a vertical force was applied to a plate on the end of this tube, simulating 

pedal force. This fixture was used so we could analyze the effect of the 

force and moment induced by pedal force without including the effects of 

pedal and cra.nk deflection. The distance from the center of the hub to the 

center of the pedal is 5.28" for the Continental and Super Sports, but 

4.78" for the Paramount. To provide consistent data, all three frames 

were tested with the application point of the pedal force placed 5.00" from 

the hub center. 

For the pedal force tes ts, the frames were mounted differently than 

they were in the lateral force tests. To simulate real-world conditions, it 

was necessary to allow the frame freedom to deflect along its longitudinal 

axis, so the virtual fork was supported on two roller bearings resting on a 

flat surface. Also, the rear dropouts were rigidly attached to the test 

fixture support. 

For this series of tests, both vertical and lateral deflections of the 

virtual pedal were measured. The results are shown in Figures 15 and 16 

and stiffnes s coefficients are surnmarized below: 
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FIGURE 14a 

FIGURE 14b 

FRAME PEDAL LOAD TESTS 
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Stiffne s s Coefficient (lbs /in) 

Vertical Lateral 

Continental 2900 5700 

Super Sports 3300 4400 

Paranlount 2000 2700 

Here again, the Paranlount fraITle was significantly nlore flexible 

than either of the other franles. Of further interest is the cOnlparison of the 

Continental and Super Sports data.. The Super Sports franle is slightly stiffer 

vertically, but the Continental franle is stiffer laterally. This nlay be due in 

part to the heavier lower rear stays on the Continental. 

The analysis of heat energy losses in these tests would have been 

aided by an expanded deflection scale. Unfortunately, the anlplifier used in 

conjunction with the linear potentionleter was linlited to the scale shown. 

Firnl conclusions cannot be drawn based on this data, but a noticeable 

energy los s a.ppears to be indicated in the Paranlount data of Figures 15c 

and 16c. 
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5. 0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In summary, the major results of this study are the following: 

• The frame tests showed the Paramount frame 

to be considerably m.ore flexible than either the 

Continental or the Siaper Sports frame. In two 

out of the three cas es obs erved, the Continental 

and Super Sports frames exhibited similar 

force vs. deflecti on characteris tics. 

• Little difference in stiffness was observed 

between the Super Sports and Paramount front 

forks. 

• For the pedal load ranges tested, the frames 

were found to be essentially elastic. 

• A mechanism was described for the return of 

energy stored in the frames as a result of 

flexure into useful tractive energy. The amount 

of this energy returned to propulsion was shown 

to be a function of rider characteristics, and to a 

certain extent, fran:1.e flexibility. 

These initial results show that the stiffnes s of a frame can be directly 

related to its efficiency of energy utilization, but the characteristics of the 

rider's input forces must be better known before this efficiency can be quantified. 

When the rider's pedal force vs. crank angle function is determined, the 

analyses described herein can be used to compare the energy efficiencies of 

various frame designs. The study of the rider's bicycling characteristics 

could be done together with ene rgy measurements of the bicycle under actual 

pedalling conditions. Valuable information could be gained through the 

measurement of different bicycles and the comparison of their input and output 

energy characteristics under such conditions. 
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The re lationship of frame properties to energy use is only part of 

the question of bicycling efficiency. Also of importance is the rider's ability 

to utilize a certain bicycle's design characteristics and the importance of 

efficiency /weight ratio in various modes of bicycling. If coefficients could 

be determined for the efficiency of various frames, then analyses could be 

made of the comparative energy utilization of different bicycles over 

typical riding conditions including various riding speeds, grades, and 

accelerations. 
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